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Why Unifilter Filter Oil is the best!
When buying foam air filter oil there is a few things to consider besides
what brand. The main thing to look for is what type of oil is it! Is it 
Synthetic, Alcohol or Mineral based filter oil. Australia has conditions
that no other country in the world has, the dust we have in Australia is
finer than any other country. In soe oarts of Australia the dust can be
less than one micron (like Talc).  
When dust like this comes in contact with Synthetic & Alcohol based
filter oils it will tend to dry the oil out. When this happens the dirt will
form a dry scab on the surface and fall off the filter leving a dry exsposed
area of foam. In turn the following dust will go straight through the dry
section of foam and into to the bikes engine.
Mineral based oils however will never dry out. When the dust comes in
contact with this type of oil the oil simply soaks into the dust and stays
stays moist and continues to trap more dust.  
Below are pictures two filters used in the same conditions but oiled with
different oils. 
Pic 1 (Unifilter Filter Fix) This is a mineral based oil. You can
see the filter is still moist and has a muddy like appearence.  
Pic 2 (A synthetic based oil) From this you can see the filter is beginning
to dry on the surface. This will allow dust to pass through the dry sections.
The other thing to look out for is if the filter oil is water soluble. While this 
is good in theory but it can cause problems when trail ridding if creek 
crossing are involved. 

Pic 1.  Oiled using Unifilter
“Filter Fix” mineral based oil.

Pic 2. Oiled using Synthetic filter oil

Dry patches formingFilter surface is still moist

Unifilter Filter Fix
Available in 250ml, 500ml, 1L & 5L


